Unfortunately, ninety-nine per cent of all the existing records of exceptionally big hailstones are vitiated by some degree of uncertainty as
to whether the reported masses of ice fell as such or were formed by
coalescence after falling. This statement applies to contemporary reports as well as to those of long ago. In recent years there have been
several accounts published in newspapers and elsewhere of hailstones
weighing ten pounds or more, but meteorologists are skeptical about all
of them. The actual limit of possible weight is uncertain, but probably
does not exceed five pounds.—C. F. Talman, in Why the Weather ( S S ) .
Boston, June 8.—Reports from Rutland, Vt., were to the effect that
the highest peaks of the Green Mountains were white with snow late
yesterday. Several towns in northern Vermont and New Hampshire
reported snow flurries yesterday.—Boston Herald.
Washington, Kansas, July 5.—At least four persons were killed and
more than twenty injured by a tornado that ripped through this town
late today. Fifty business buildings and seventy-five residences were
levelled or partly destroyed, causing damage estimated at $500,000.
North Vernon, Ind., July 7.—Three persons were injured and considerable property was damaged when a tornado struck this vicinity this
afternoon. The business district of Vernon was directly in the path of
the twister and tops of main street buildings were torn off.
Wolfeboro, N. H., July 18.—The tornado which struck this place yesterday at about 1.30 P. M. caused an estimated damage of $15,000 in
about ten minutes. Most of the damage was confined to trees being
flattened, chimneys toppled and orchards devastated. The twister cut
a swath varying from 100 yards to half a mile in width.—Boston Herald.
Boston, July 24.—A severe thunderstorm, accompanied by hail and
high wind, in Connecticut last night caused damage estimated at $500,000
to tobacco crops and truck gardens in the Connecticut valley in the vicinity of Hartford.
Peiping, July 23.—Seven million tons of water fell on Peiping last
night in eighty minutes during a terrific downpour which flooded streets
knee deep and paralyzed the city's power supply. Hundreds of mud huts
in the poorer districts were washed away.—Chicago Tribune.
Courtesy
of C. J. Root.
Hartford, Conn., July 27.—A tornado swept through Glastonbury, East
Hartford and Manchester tonight, crushing tobacco sheds, uprooting
trees, levelling crops and causing damage unofficially estimated at many
thousands of dollars. Three men were slightly injured.
Buenos Aires, July 27.—Flood waters of the Chubut and Chico rivers
have filled the valley which is nine miles wide, destroying the work of a
lifetime, wiping out forty miles of irrigation ditches, carrying off domestic animals, and leaving the inhabitants dependent on help from the
outside. The national meteorological bureau describes the floods as the
worst in their history, resulting from record breaking and almost HIT
cessant snowfall in the Andes in the latter part of June and throughout
this month followed by the highest temperatures ever known in the
southern part of this continent at this time of the year.—Boston Herald.
THE TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE OF AUGUST 31, 1932
During the afternoon of the eclipse special observations were made
throughout the United States and eastern Canada to determine the
effects of the eclipse upon the atmosphere. Although the meteorological
program was developed mostly by the Blue Hill Observatory of Harvard
University with the aid of a grant from the Milton Fund of Harvard,
the entire project was carried out as a broad cooperative enterprise, with
National and State organizations, many expeditions and individuals
pooling their equipment and efforts.
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In the path of totality in New England open-scale recording apparatus
designed by S. P. Fergusson were set up at more than a dozen stations
while specially distributed indicating instruments were employed at
fifteen others. In Quebec several stations were equipped by the Canadian Meteorological Service. Fire-weather observers, forest-fire lookouts,
regular and cooperative observers of the U. S. Weather Bureau, and
numerous others aided.
Besides records of temperature, pressure,
humidity, winds and amount and motion of clouds, aerological soundings,
and measures of solar and sky radiation were made. Meteorographs
were carried up on four airplanes and three captive balloons to different heights chiefly under the direction of Dr. Oliver J. Lee of Northwestern University, who used Weather Bureau instruments and Army
and Navy airplanes. Dr. Lee's purpose was a determination of the
atmospheric refraction at totality. Pyrheliometers and other apparatus
for recording solar and sky radiation were maintained at four stations
by Dr. H. H. Kimball, Prof. P. R. Cast and the Eppley Laboratory, Inc.
The weather in New England the afternoon of the eclipse was partly
cloudy to cloudy with light variable winds mostly southerly. Clouds
existed at five levels and comprised both cumuliforms and sheet clouds.
There could hardly have been a better set-up for the meteorological
effects of an eclipse, though the cloudiness was disastrous for many of
the astronomical expeditions and disappointing to thousands of the
observers who sought the path of totality for the spectacle. Temperatures fell 2 to 11 degrees F., the smaller values occurring where clouds
were dense and the larger where the weather was clear and the surface
of the ground sandy. The pressure showed a very slight rise and fall
which may almost with certainty be attributed to cooling by the eclipse
and probable inflow overhead. The inflow may be indicated when the
data from ballons and clouds are studied. A light outflow from the
eclipse-shadow was noted. One of the most striking phenomena was the
change in cloudiness. The cumulus, which covered from three to fivetenths of the sky generally disappeared during the eclipse, while the
sheet clouds above, amounting to three or four-tenths in central New
Hampshire, increased rapidly until the sky was almost entirely overcast.
The reduction in sunshine meant a reduction in heating of the lower air
and consequently of local convection with its gustiness and the formation
of cumulus. Even as far west as Michigan and Ohio, reduction of cumulus and even of cumulonimbus was noted. Wind-velocity and notably
gustiness decreased. Daytime up-slope winds ceased, but nocturnal downflows did not develop. The cooling of the air generally brought the high
humidity of middle and upper levels to the saturation point over a
greater extent of the sky than before the eclipse.
When the results from the 200 or more stations at which special observations were made have been received and reduced, synoptic maps, f o r
surface and different levels in the free air, will probably be prepared.—
Charles F. Brooks.
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